


CAMP INVENTION REGISTRATION INFO:
Oak Ridge School 
260 Quaker Meeting House Rd 
East Sandwich, MA 02537

August 15 - 19, 2016 from 9:00am to 3:30pm

Price $265 
For children entering 1st - 6th grade 
Register at campinvention.org 

Directed by Cathy Lemay 
clemay@sandwich.k12.ma.us

Register for Camp Invention today!

Scholarships may be available on a first-come, first-
served basis. Contact Cathy Lemay, 
clemay@sandwich.k12.ma.us, for more information.
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2016 CAMP INVENTION NATIONAL PROGRAM: EPIC

CRICKOBOT™
Children explore circuitry as they make and adopt a robotic cricket fueled by a solar cell. 
Teams discover biomimetics while investigating the biology of a cricket and applying 
these ideas to new insect-inspired innovations. They create eight-legged, motorized 
spider predators and are challenged to use physics to cross a puddle. They work 
together to find the angle of a tire swing, measure the bounce of a trampoline and find 
the trajectory of a teeter-totter. Finally, children build a larger-than-life set of musical 
wings as they explore the great inventors who have transformed music. CrickoBot 
merges STEM concepts and real-world challenges to introduce children to a whole  
new world.

In CrickoBot™ children will:

• Power a circuit using solar energy

• Explore biology and the unique characteristics of crickets

• Engineer inventions inspired by a cricket’s unique abilities to shed their exoskeleton, 
create sound and jump great distances

• Design cricket and spider bots that move using a vibrating motor and counter balance

• Employ the concepts of physics and motion to design cricket-sized inventions

A program for rising 1st through 6th graders

CAMP INVENTION OVERVIEW
The Camp Invention program is a weeklong summer 
enrichment program that partners with schools across  
the country to reinforce the traditional school year with 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) 
concepts through inquiry-based, hands-on engagement.

Taught by local educators, the Camp Invention program  
is comprised of 32.5 hours of programming, designed  
to be delivered over five consecutive 6.5-hour days.  
Other scheduling options are available to meet your unique 
requirements. Aligned to education standards, the Camp 
Invention program is designed to meet the needs of both 
primary and intermediate students.
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EPIC PARK™
Angel Investor and her partner Ed Venture have just purchased Epic Park, located on 
a pristine island that has rainforest areas, waterfalls, sandy desert stretches, steep 
cliffs and rolling hills that lead down to the ocean. Angel and Ed—who happen to  
be crazy about tree houses, zip lines, water rides, treasure seeking and hi-tech  
eco-gear—are looking for innovative thinkers to pitch their most cutting-edge 
designs for the future of Epic Park. Camp Invention participants sketch up their best 
blueprints and clean green energy designs that will win over Angel and Ed for the 
chance to be Epic Park co-owners and operators all while exploring principles of 
entrepreneurship and physics. 

In Epic Park™ children will:

• Design tree houses that integrate simple machines

• Discover Epic Park’s ecological diversity and unique terrain

• Build prototypes and models of innovative eco-adventures

• Pitch their Epic Park models for the chance to be co-owners by creating a commercial

I CAN INVENT: MAKER STUDIO™
Participants reverse engineer machines to uncover the parts and pieces they will use 
to make big innovations. Children invent from scratch, or spin the Inventor Challenge 
Wheel to receive a video challenge from National Inventors Hall of Fame Inductees and 
Collegiate Inventors Competition Finalists and Winners. Upcycling and re-powering 
gears, motors, magnets and other gadgetry, they develop their own patent-worthy 
prototypes. They explore the science of 3D printing and tinker with circuits to get their 
gears moving in a new direction as they prepare to make the Next Big Thing!

In I Can Invent: Maker Studio™ children will:

• Employ authentic STEM exploration as they apply reverse engineering to disassemble 
broken appliances and redesign them into prototypes

• Express ideas through writing and sketching in their Inventors Log

• Use creativity, innovation, design engineering and design thinking to engage  
in problem-based learning

• Increase understanding of the value of intellectual property and the roles that patents, 
trademarks and copyrights play in the landscape of innovation

THE LAB: WHERE PIGS FLY AND ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE™ 
Children see themselves as scientists, programmers and biologists testing out 
more than one dozen experiments in the Camp Invention Laboratories. Every day 
is something new; from demolition and cup tower explosions, to programming and 
coding, to the chemistry of polymer slime and spinning disco ball circuits. The petri dish 
in their imagination is sure to sprout something fascinating during these engaging labs. 
Investigation and discovery are the key ingredients to fun in the ever-changing Lab – 
where pigs fly and anything is possible!

In The Lab: Where Pigs Fly and Anything is Possible™ children will:
• Use a wrecking ball and mock dynamite to demolish structures

• Code a programmable robot

• Design a device to collect marine specimens

• Explore geometry and angles as they bounce light

• Conduct chemistry experiments to make their own slime




